
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Companies join forces to provide affordable housing through automated 
volumetric modular construction 
 
By Alex Miller, April 2022 
 
According to Harvard University’s State of the Nation’s Housing 2020 report, in 2019 37.1 million households were 
“housing cost burdened,” spending 30% or more of their income on housing.   
This is over 30% of all households in the United States. Of this total, almost half, 17.6 million, are “severely cost 
burdened,” spending 50% or more of their income on housing. 
 
There are a lot of ideas on how to solve the affordable housing crisis that is plaguing many metropolitan areas across the 
United States.  None cut to the chase more effectively than building an adequate supply of well-constructed homes in 
the areas most in need - quickly, consistently and at a sustainable cost.    
 
This is far easier said than done, of course, and requires creative solutions to achieve critical mass. 
 
Autovol, along with several key partners, is a modular construction company in the western US that has taken a truly 
unique approach to building multi-family homes.  Dubbed automated volumetric modular construction, the Autovol 
process is to build finished six-sided modules, fully equip them with all appliances, fixtures, mechanicals, electrical and 
plumbing, and ship them to the development site to be merged with other modules to form a finished building.     
 

VISIONARIES 
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Once the volumetric modules are hoisted and secured into position onsite, all that remains is to connect the utilities and 
apply the exterior siding.  Depending on the size of the particular unit, a module could be two studio apartments across 
the hall from each other, or one of several building blocks to a larger two- or three bedroom unit.   
 
In essence, the building is broken down into cubic modules that are placed from the bottom up to form a multi-story 
building.  A distinctly different process than standard “panelized” modular construction that describes walls, floors and 
ceilings that are built in a plant and then assembled onsite. 
 
Another unique aspect of the Autovol process is the level of automation.  The 400,000 sq. ft. plant in Nampa, Idaho 
opened in July 2020, equipped with 53 ABB industrial, six-axis robots, fully automating the production of all walls, 
ceilings and floors that make up the volumetric modules. Automation is so integral to the process that the ‘Autovol‘ 
name is an abbreviated tribute to automated volumetric modular construction.    
 
Autovol co-founder and CEO Rick Murdock has been in the manufactured housing industry for 44 years, progressing 
from an entry level employee to a company owner.   Prior to Autovol, however, Murdock had little experience with 
automation.   
 
“After selling my last company in 2015 I vowed that I was done with manufactured housing, I had just been doing it for 
so long.  But after attending a trade show in Omaha I got hooked on automation, said Murdock.   
 
“I formed this vision of starting a robotically automated modular housing plant that could build a high quality product 
while relieving construction workers and tradespeople of the physical stress common to the job.   To my knowledge, 
nobody was using automation to the extent we envisioned.” 
 
Murdock joined forces with several partners and began the long and complicated task of designing and building a 
greenfield production facility complete with the necessary robotic systems.  
 
House of Design Joins the Team 
After an initial relationship Murdock cultivated with Lars Wikholm and his robotic engineering consulting firm in Sweden, 
Wiksfors Technology, it was decided that they would best serve as a consultant rather than automation integrator. A 
fortuitous connection through a friend of Murdock led to a 2018 meeting with House of Design, a similar robotic 
engineering company that happened also to be in Nampa, ID, less than five miles from the site for the Autovol plant.   
 
“We needed to find the best possible partners to fulfill our vision. I was impressed with the robotic expertise and 
integrity of the House of Design team.  After several meetings we put a deal together for them to design, 
develop and install the automated systems in our plant,” said Murdock. 
 
House of Design is a leading ABB Robotics system integrator that has developed custom robotic systems for a 
variety of industries, including consumer products, electronic assembly, packaging and general manufacturing. 
As luck would have it, in the months prior to the Autovol meetings, House of Design had developed automated 
roof and floor truss systems for another manufactured housing company. As business pundits say, “luck is the 
intersection of preparation and opportunity.” 
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“From the moment the agreement was reached it was an in-depth collaboration with Autovol, Wiksfors 
Technology, House of Design and ABB Robotics,” said Shane Dittrich, House of Design Co-Owner. “We worked 
together to design the most efficient and flexible robotic lines, standardizing the robotic processes while 
maintaining the ability to handle an almost unlimited range of wall, floor and ceiling variations. 
 
Designing the automation space with RobotStudio Simulation Software 
RobotStudio®, ABB’s offline simulation and programming software, was a valuable tool in designing the robotic lines.  
 
House of Design engineers used the software, with its vast portfolio of robot programs and configuration files, to 
experiment with highly realistic simulations of automation systems featuring numerous robot models and layout 
combinations in the progression of reaching the optimal design for each line.   
 
In addition to helping identify the relative positioning of each robot based on their footprint, reach and payload, the 
software is able to select and position all other line components, such as conveyors, robot tracks and other fixtures 
needed to perform the various line processes.  As a system simulation is   developed, RobotStudio can identify any 
potential bottlenecks and calculate accurate space requirements and throughput metrics that the system concept would 
deliver if actually installed on the plant floor.  In essence, end-users are able to experiment with system design variations 
through risk-free trial and error until the ideal system is designed.  
   
“We relied heavily on House of Design to gain an understanding of automation and robotic constraints, providing their 
integration team with the necessary industry knowledge, constraints and requirements to accomplish a mechanical and 
software design that works for the volumetric modular housing industry,” said Curtis Fletcher, Autovol Co-founder and 
CTO. “From a mechanical design standpoint House of Design had a tremendous amount of input.” 
 
The robotic construction lines occupy approximately 100,000 sq. ft. within the core of the $104 million Autovol plant. 
The 300,000 sq. ft. peripheral space that encircles the automation core was designed by Autovol senior management.  It 
is in this area where the walls, floors and ceilings are assembled into the modules, and the mechanicals, electrical and 
plumbing are installed, the walls are painted, and the modules are equipped with appliances and bathroom fixtures.  
Much of this is done manually with the help of various types of lifting and erecting equipment.     
 
“All 53 robots across the various stations were specified in RobotStudio prior to purchase,” said Dittrich.  “Laying 
out the automation lines in RobotStudio is a standard task you can do with the software once you gain some 
experience.  It is incredibly powerful to have one complete visual representation of the robotic lines, where you can 
zoom in on, examine and modify all the key production areas.” 
 
Robotic Wall, Floor and Ceiling Production Lines 
There are two main robotic lines at the plant, one dedicated to building walls and the other dedicated to building floors 
and ceilings.  Since a single module has multiple walls (end walls, mate walls and interior walls), and only one floor and 
ceiling, each line can operate continuously, with the throughput for each synchronized so that modules can be 
assembled as the panels are made. 
 
The wall line has two primary areas, framing and sheathing.  The framing system builds door and window headers, it also 
builds door and window frames. Once the separate components are completed, they are robotically assembled and 
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placed in the wall as it is extruded. Framing a standard wall has been done robotically for a number of years but 
automating the builds of window and door frames within a wall extrusion is new and exciting technology.  
 
The main element walls can be any length up to 74 feet, any height between 8 and 10 feet, have framing studs ranging 
from 2X4’s up to 2X12’s, and all dimensions in between,  with any combination of  windows and doors.   
 
“It is a very broad variety,” said Brandon Schmidt, House of Design VP of Automation & Robotics.  “We call it Dynamic 
Robotic Automation because one custom wall design can be made right after another, without any changeover in 
equipment; our proprietary software makes it possible.    
 
As a wall is made, robots pick, place and nail the framing elements to the top and bottom plates, which are placed in the 
main element extruder that moves the plates forward as the process progresses.  If the studs are 16” on center, the wall 
is indexed 16” after each stud insertion, with the robots staying in a stationary position.   Other robots assemble the 
door and window headers into the corresponding door and window frames, and then into the wall as it is extruded 
down the line.  
 
Once a wall is fully extruded and framed it goes to the Sheathing line. The first stage is laying down glue, with robots 
then picking, placing and fastening layers of OSB and/or sheet rock to one side of the wall.  Walls go to the routing 
station where robots route out electrical boxes, window and door openings, ventilation openings, and whatever 
other kind of openings are needed in the sheathing. A great deal of precision is required to align the openings 
with the sub-elements installed when the 
wall was first framed. 
 
The wall then gets stood upright and 
transferred to a MEP station for the manual 
process of running wires, installing plumbing 
and electrical boxes, and inserting 
insulation.  From there the walls get tilted 
back down and go through a second set of 
sheathing and routing stations for the other 
side of the walls, completing the panel.  
 
Once through the robot lines the panels go to 
the outer ring of the plant to go through the 
manual processes of assembling, finishing and 
equipping the modules. The floor and ceiling 
line operates in much the same way as the wall 
line, albeit with heavier materials.  
 
The components of the robotic lines 
The primary robot models at Autovol are ABB IRB 4600s (2.55 meter reach, 40 kg payload) and IRB 6700s (both 3.20 
meter reach, 150 kg payload, and 3.00 meter reach, 245 kg payload).  There is also one IRB 8700 (4.20 meter reach, 550 
kg payload) attached to a robot track on the floor and ceiling line, where greater reach and payload are required to pick 

Each of these laminated veneer lumber boards weights more than 
250 pounds. A main goal of the system is to relieve workers of the 
physical stress common to their work by having robots do the 
heavy lifting. 
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and place floor trusses and the large, heavy sub-elements.  There are nine other robot tracks in the plant, several with 
two robots per track to position the walls in the sheathing station.   
 
Most of the robots could be classified as either material handling or fastening robots, with the exception of the gluing 
and routing robots on the sheathing lines.  Some of the material handling robots have a dual-purpose end-of-arm tool 
that allows them to also perform nailing tasks.  With one side of the tool for material handling and one for nailing, these 
robots place wood components into mechanical fixtures that hold them in position, and then come back through 
and nail the various components together. 
 
Many of the dedicated material handling robots have tool changers that allow them to grip different sized and shaped 
parts, and many of the fastening robots have tool changers that allow them to use nails or screws.  
 
There are eight manual operators on the robotic floor, two operators on each framing and sheathing line for both walls 
and ceilings/floors.  The custom materials for each individual panel are cut, labeled and placed in a dedicated kit.  Once 
it is time for a new panel to be built, an operator retrieves the appropriate material kit, consults a HMI screen that 
displays instructions, and manually feeds the materials in the proper sequence on a conveyor leading to the 
initial material handling robots.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Software that enables Dynamic Robot Automation 
The agility and strength of the robots are certainly important in achieving the sublime flexibility of Dynamic Robotic 
Automation.  But the brains behind the brawn is a cadre of advanced, custom software and modeling processes that 

ABB robots apply glue to wall studs, following which other robots will place OSB, apply fasteners, and route 
openings for electrical boxes, doors, windows, and ventilations - a procedure that requires a great deal of precision. 
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enables Autovol to sequentially build an unlimited number of wall, ceiling and floor variations on a continuous, 
uninterrupted production schedule.  
 
“It all starts with software. There is so much differentiation between the walls that we are basically making 
snowflakes, meaning you can have any design you want as long as it is within the established dimensional 
constraints,” said House of Design’s Dittrich. “There was a lot of software development behind the scenes to 
enable the lines to handle the variety in a seamless, efficient manner.”    
 
The initial steps in the process begin with a company called Prefab Logic, well before the building panel instructions 
reach the plant floor.  Owned by two Autovol co-founders, Prefab Logic works with developers, architects and 
engineers on the front end of new projects, gathering all the codes for the relevant municipality, and creating 
the drawings that break down a building into modular sections so it can be built in the Autovol plant. 
 
Prefab Logic also develops fully integrated Building Information Model (BIM), which is a digital representation of the 
physical and functional characteristics of a building.  It contains every hole, board, board cut, etc. of that building, and is 
used to drive the data that goes to the saws that custom cut the materials and the robots that build the panels. 
 
In order for the BIM created by Prefab Logic to effectively be translated by Autovol to build data that drives the robots, 
House of Design created a highly custom software platform with two main applications. 
 
The TED application makes sure that the modularized design of a panel is within the physical constraints of the 
robotic equipment, creates a 3D graphical representation of the panel, and establishes the sequence of steps 
required to build the panel on the robotic equipment.   
 
The SAM application is production management software, taking the wall designs and creating the data that goes to 
the robots to make those walls. It also determines the most efficient order of walls to build within a certain 
production period. 
The SAM application is also a data server for the robots and PLC’s.  
 
The resulting software communication is a well-developed chain of command. Prefab Logic creates the modular building 
designs in Revit and other proprietary software.  Out of Revit, Prefab Logic sends the design files to Autovol, who 
runs it through software custom designed by StrucSoft, which creates actionable files.  Those files imported into 
House of Design’s platform define the sequence of how the walls need to be built. So the order is Revit to 
StrucSoft to the HDB Build File to SAM to the PLC, and finally to the robot.  
 
“I am not sure what the exact stat is, but at one point we had made eight miles worth of walls, like 1,500 
different wall designs. That is unheard of in the robotics integration world, that it’s that dynamic. And not a 
single person had to go in and program those walls,” said Dittrich.  “The instructions just went through the 
software and on to the equipment, and the equipment knew exactly what it had to do to build each wall. It’s all 
automated.  That’s why we call it dynamic automation, rather than flexible automation.”     
 
Onsite Construction of Modules 
Once modules are completed the interior components are secured and the exterior is tightly wrapped in a weather 
resistant covering.  It is preferred to have most modules on location before the start of onsite construction, so some 
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modules are stored up to 45 days.  Modules are shipped efficiently up to 800 miles, which covers most of the western 
US from Autovol’ s  Nampa plant. 
 
Though one could likely fit more rooms per truck shipping flat wall, floor and ceiling panels rather than fully erected 
modules, the advantages of shipping completed modules accrue once delivered onsite.   
 
“The biggest bang for the buck is to get something delivered onsite that is as close to finished as possible,” said Autovol’s 
Murdock.  “Panels may be easier to ship, but once on site the materials need to be unloaded and organized, and you 
almost need the same crew onsite as if you were stick building. So it is easy to overcome the potentially moderate 
additional cost of shipping finished modules.”    

The process of finishing a modular building is greatly 
simplified.  Building contractors use cranes to lift the 
modules in place, and once modules are fully stacked and 
the structural elements are complete, the exterior siding 
and roof are applied. Tradesmen then connect the HVAC 
and MEP through the corridor to each unit, and the 
corridors are finished and enclosed, typically the final step. 
 
Because the modules are built in a controlled environment, 
there is little or no variance in their form and dimension, 
resulting in a highly firm fit and a structurally sound 
building. The speed at which the building is erected creates 
less stress and disruption for the neighborhood and gets 
people into their new homes in minimal time. 
 
Enhancing Construction Jobs 
Another major theme that emerges is the positive impact 
that automated volumetric modular construction has on the 
tight construction labor market, both in the factory and on 
the building site.  
 
Much of the heavy lifting and arduous repetitive tasks—like 
lifting lumber and other heavy materials, or operating a nail 
gun for ten hours a day—are being handled by robots. As a 
result, the physical stress that is daily life to the traditional 
onsite construction worker is greatly reduced. 
   
“People are aging out of the construction industry at an 
alarming rate. We need to do whatever we can to attract 
more young people and keep them in the industry,” said 
Fletcher. “What Autovol and House of Design have 
addressed is to automate the heavy lifting and physically 
stressful activities of the job and let people do work that is 
more suited to their mind and body.  
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The opportunity to work with robots also has a 
big allure, providing an attractive career 
progression that the construction industry had 
been lacking.” 
 
The regiment is easier for the onsite construction 
worker as well, with minimal handling of heavy 
materials and heavy fastening equipment.  MEP 
and HVAC tradespeople are also onsite for less 
time, allowing their thinning ranks to complete 
more projects in a given timeframe, benefiting 
communities that are in dire need for housing. 
 
System Refinements and Initial Projects 
Though Autovol has been in operation since mid-
year 2020, three projects have been completely 
manufactured, and one modular development in 
California is already fully erected and near 
completion. A team from House of Design 
remains onsite at Autovol to complete the system 
and refine it for maximum throughput.  
 
Moving into the fall season of 2021, House of 
Design’s Schmidt estimates that the Autovol 
robotic wall lines are operating at about half of 
their potential output, with floor and ceiling lines 
coming online. He expects to greatly increase 
output by the end of the year.  
 
“Right now (August 2021) Autovol is running four 
ten-hour shifts a week, and are doing about 14 
modules a week. The ultimate goal is 2,000 
modules per year, so the goal is to more nearly 
triple current production,” said House of Design’s 
Schmidt.  “That would translate to 275 feet of 
wall per hour across the two lines, which is 
moving at a pretty good pace.”    
 
Despite not yet operating at full capacity, the first 
several projects delivered significant cost and 
time-to-occupancy savings. Autovol 
conservatively estimates savings of $100 per 
square foot off standard building costs in high-cost markets such as the Bay Area, which translates to a savings of 
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approximately 20%.  Further estimate indicate that the modules were built at the plant, delivered to the sites and fully 
erecting 40% faster than what would have occurred through traditional onsite building processes.    
 
The initial projects run through the Autovol plant were developed by The Pacific Companies, a privately-held firm also 
based in Idaho. Caleb Roope, CEO and president, is also a principal of Autovol, and worked closely with partners 
Murdock and Fletcher, and House of Design in achieving the vision for automated volumetric modular construction.   
 
The first development, Virginia Studios, is a five-story complex with 301 affordable apartments for senior citizens in San 
Jose, the sixth-most expensive city in the United States.  The $10 million project was built at a cost of $120 per 
square foot, consisted of 160 modules and took about three weeks to erect onsite. 
 
Santa Maria, the second project built in a city in California of the same name, is a mixed-use residential and commercial 
facility with 160 residential units.  It consists of 105 modules and should take two-and-a-half weeks to erect onsite once 
the foundation work is ready. The cost is about 10% more than Virginia Studios per square foot to build after adjustment 
for increased material costs due to market factors.  
 
Expanded to other Markets in the US and Abroad 
No matter how many developments Autovol serves, through The Pacific Companies and the other developers with 
whom it is establishing relationships, 2,000 modules a year will hardly put a dent in the nation’s need for affordable 
housing. 
 
With the feasible module shipping range of 800 miles, and the optimum distance likely not as far, the need to 
replicate the Nampa, ID plant in many other, strategically selected locations is the ultimate goal. 
 
“The vision was never for one plant.  It was for many. What we are creating can help people across the world get 
well made, affordable housing,” said Murdock. “We fully intend to build more regional Autovol plants and to 
market the technology to other organizations in the US and internationally, said Murdock. 
 
“We have built and proven a model we feel will provide a wide ranging benefit to people across the globe.  We 
were extremely fortunate to have found some incredible partners.  None of this would have happened without 
House of Design.” 
 
Additional Projects 
Santa Maria 

• Location: Santa Maria, CA 
• Size: 94,773 square feet 
• Factory build time: 60 days 
• Purpose: residential, commercial, mixed use affordable housing: 
• Number of modules: 105  
• Number of housing units: 160   
• Savings in time: Approximately 40% (projected) 

 
Lemos Pointe at Watson Ranch 

• Location: American Canyon, near Napa, CA 
• Size: 135,180 square feet 
• Factory build time: TBD (being built) 
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• Purpose: Mixed use affordable housing 
• Number of modules: 231 
• Number of housing units: 186 
• Savings in time: Approximately 40% (projected) 

 
Macarthur:  

• Location: Oakland, CA  
• Size: 113,572 square feet 
• Factory build time: 55 days 
• Purpose: Senior affordable housing 
• Number of modules: 136 
• Number of housing units: 193 
• Savings in time: Approximately 40% (projected) 

 
Learn more about House of Design Robotics at thehouseofdesign.com 

 
 
  

https://thehouseofdesign.com/

